
 

DATA PRIVACY POLICY AND COOKIES  
 
Name: AGUIRRE Y CIA, S.A. 
Trade Name: BULLPADEL 
Registered Office: C/TRESPADERNE, 29 – 4ª Izda – Edificio Barajas I, 28042 Madrid 
Tax number: A-28057008 
Telephone no.: 914355740 
E-mail: dac@bullpadel.com 
 
Pursuant to the sections 5 and 6 of the Personal Data Protection Act 15/1999 (LOPD, by its 
Spanish initials) and statutory instruments, the owner of this website informs all users who 
provide or are going to provide their particulars that those particulars will be incorporated in an 
automated data file that has been duly registered with the Spanish Data Protection Agency 
under registration number: IN PROGRESS.  
By marking the box, users expressly, freely and unequivocally agree to the processing of their 
personal data by the service provider for the following purposes: 
 
1. Sending publicity and commercial communications by e-mail, fax, SMS, MMS, social 
communities or whatsoever other electronic or physical means, present or future, used for 
commercial communication. Such communications shall be related with products or services 
offered by the service provider and/or the partners with which it has reached an agreement for 
commercial promotion among its customers. In this case, the third parties shall never have 
access to the personal data. The commercial communications shall always be made by the 
service provider for products and services related with the sector in which it operates.  
2. Making statistical studies.  
3. Processing orders or requests of whatsoever nature made by users through any of the forms 
of contact made available to users on the company’s website.  
4. Sending the website newssheet.  
 
The service provider expressly informs and warrants to users that their personal data will never 
be shared with other companies and that whenever any disclosure of personal data is to be 
made, the express, informed, unequivocal consent of the data subjects would be requested in 
advance.  
All the details requested through the website are mandatory, since they are needed to be able 
to provide an optimum service for users. If any of the requested details are not provided, the 
service provider is unable to guarantee that the information and services supplied conform fully 
to the users’ needs. The service provider guarantees all users the possibility of exercising their 
rights of access, rectification, cancellation, information and objection, pursuant to the relevant 
laws and regulations. Accordingly, in accordance with the Personal Data Protection Act 15/1999 
(LOPD), you can exercise those rights by sending an express request, together with a copy of 
your national identity card, by e-mail to dac@bullpadel.com. 
 
Users may also cancel any subscription services by clicking on the option to unsubscribe from 
all e-mails sent by the service provider. 
 
The service provider has also taken all the necessary technical and organisational measures to 
guarantee the security and integrity of the personal data it processes and prevent any loss or 
alteration of and/or unauthorised access to such data. 
 
 
USE OF COOKIES AND ACTIVITY FILES  
The service provider may, directly or through a third party engaged to provide measuring 
services, use cookies when users browse the website. Cookies are small files sent to the 
browser by a web server to record the user’s activity while browsing.  
The cookies used by the website are only associated with anonymous users and their 
computers and do not provide users’ personal details.  



Cookies enable the web server to recognise the web browser used by the user in order to 
simplify browsing. It may, for example, allow users who have previously registered to access 
areas, services, promotions or competitions reserved exclusively for registered users without 
having to register every time they visit the site. They are also used to measure audience and 
traffic parameters, monitor progress and number of entries.  
Users may set up their browser to be notified of the receipt of cookies and prevent their 
installation on their computers. Please consult the instructions and manuals of your browser for 
further information.  
Users may use the website without allowing the installation of cookies sent by the website, or 
the third party acting on its behalf. Acceptance of cookies will, however, be necessary if the user 
opens a session as such in any of the services requiring prior registration or login.  
The cookies used on this website are all temporary and used for the sole purpose of making 
their subsequent transfer more efficient. The cookies are never used to collect personal data.  
 
 
IP ADDRESSES 
The web servers may automatically detect the IP address and domain name of a given user. An 
IP address is a number automatically assigned to a computer when it connects to Internet. All 
this information is recorded in a duly registered server activity file. Through subsequent 
processing of the data, purely statistical measurements are obtained, indicating the number of 
page impressions, the number of visits made to the web services, the order of visits, the point of 
access, etc.  
 
 
SECURITY  
The website uses data security techniques generally accepted in the industry, such as firewalls, 
access control procedures and cryptographic mechanisms, to prevent any unauthorised access 
to data. In order to achieve this, users/customers must allow the service provider to obtain 
certain data for authentication of the access control.  
All contracting procedures entailing the input of sensitive personal data (health, ideology, etc.) 
will always be transmitted through a secure communication protocol (https://…) to prevent any 
access by third parties to the information provided online. 


